
An exclusive development of contemporAry ApArtments  
in the heArt of historic peterborough

the penthouses



Great Investment Returns & 45 
minutes To London Kings CrossWelcome to Geneva House, a superb collection 

of contemporary city apartments, adjacent 
to Beales Department Store and Queensgate 
Shopping Centre. It is just 500 metres to 
Peterborough Station, giving access for 
commuters to Central London (Kings Cross) 
in just 45 minutes (due to reduce down to 
38 minutes by 2018).

The Building comprises of 4 duplex penthouse 
apartments, 9 two bedroom apartments and 
16 one bedroom apartments. 

In designing and creating the 4 Duplex 
penthouse apartments we wanted to ensure 
that they really stood out from anything else 
built in Peterborough and we have very much 
saved the best to last!  The split level layout has 
allowed us to create unique lifestyle apartments 
with bedroom and bathrooms on the lower 
floor and open plan staircases leading to the 
large entertaining space of the lounge and 
kitchen/dining areas on the top floor. The part 
covered terraces are generous and have far 
reaching views with large doors and windows 
offering uninterrupted views of the centre of 
Peterborough and beyond.

The high quality fittings and attention to detail 
are evident throughout, all apartments exude 
luxury with bespoke high end handle-less 
German kitchens by Nieburg, sumptuous 
bathroom suites with designer porcelain tiles 
and underfloor heating throughout.

Each apartment has been carefully thought out by the 
design team to maximise the effective use of light, 
space and functionality.

The stunning cathedral that towers over the town is 
undoubtedly one of the finest in the country and the guildhall’s 
charming façade both add to the charm of this ever growing city.

Easily Accessible From Kings Cross

• Split Level Duplex Penthouses with 
Expansive Glass Enclosed Terraces.

• Bespoke Fitted Kitchens by Designer 
German Kitchen Company Nieburg

• Porcelain Tiled Bathrooms Throughout
• Aluminium Double Glazed Windows 

and Doors
• Extensive Built In Wardrobes
• Underfloor Heating Throughout
• Mist Suppression System
• Reserved Car Parking Bay in Secure Gated 

Car Park to Rear

LoCATIon

Geneva House set in the heart of the historic 
City of Peterborough offers home buyers and 
investors a prime opportunity to purchase in 
this thoughtfully designed and exceptionally 
finished development contributing to the 
regeneration of Peterborough town centre.

There are 16 one bedroom apartments , 9 
two bedroom two bath apartments and 4 
duplex penthouses with large terraces all 
finished to an exacting standard. Construction 
commenced in November 2015 and 
completion is set for Spring 2017.

LoCATIon
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There is a serious 
lack of supply of high 
end apartments of 
this nature in the 
town centre and the 
exceptional build 
quality and innovative 
design will make these 
an excellent long term 
investment for both 
first time buyers and 
buy to let investors.   
– Emma Falco,  
Director, Belvoir

ThE DEvELopmEnT
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With a current population of approximately 188,000, 
it is the 2nd fastest growing city in the UK. Although 
75 Miles from London the fast, direct rail link into 
London Kings Cross station makes it very much a 
commuter town with 4 trains an hour taking just 
45 minutes into London.

The Regeneration of Peterborough commenced in 
earnest in 2006 with a £1 billion redevelopment of the 
city centre approved to cope with the ever increasing 
population and growth of the city.

It is a city ideally placed and with huge architectural 
merit. The central cathedral square area is a bustling 
combination of old and historic architecture with 
street entertainment, alfresco cafes and Farmers 
Markets whilst the modern Queensgate and 
Rivergate shopping centres house a wealth of shops 
and restaurants.

This is a modern development that is 
intuitively planned, superbly appointed 
throughout and benefits from a 10 year 
build warranty. Set in an excellent 
location in this regenerating town 
centre it is just 500 metres to the 
mainline station for commuters.

The potential for continuing price 
growth is significant too. There 
is a genuine lack of high quality 
apartments of this nature and there 
is increasing demand from the rental 
sector as well as first time buyers for 
such apartments.

peterborough is the largest city 
in Cambridgeshire

WhY pETERBoRoUGh?

• 13 screen cinema complex
• Ice rink
• Rowing and canoeing centre
• Indoor cricket stadium
• New university planned
• Commute to London just 

38 mins by 2018
• Excellent ring road and 

transport infrastructure

All these factors have led to Peterborough being named as one of the most 
affordable commuter towns/cities in the country in a Lloyds Bank survey in July 
2015. Peterborough is in the top three when it comes to offering the best deal for 
commuting to London when looking at the difference between average house prices, 
cost and time of commuting, and annual salaries.

peterborough has been named as one of the most 
affordable commuter towns/cities in the country.

GEnEvA hoUSE InvESTmEnT

The investment story for both buy to let investors and 
first time buyers looking to buy in Geneva House is 
straightforward and undoubtedly compelling.

Please contact us for a detailed breakdown 
of the predicted investment returns for 
both one and two bedroom apartments.

One of the key 
drivers for future 
price growth is 
investment yield and 
Geneva House offers 
buy to let yields of 
double that of many 
popular investment 
areas of London. 
For those looking to 
buy with mortgage 
finance the yield on 
capital can exceed 
10% gross. 

Apartment 1 Actual
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Flooring
The hallways, bedrooms and main lounge 
kitchens have engineered wood flooring in 
a subtle grey oak and the bathrooms will 
have sleek and contrasting Porcelain tiles. 
The Penthouses all benefit from “Ambiente” 
underfloor heating giving a very efficient 
and warm consistent heat throughout the 
apartment.

Bathroom
All the penthouse bathrooms have been 
thoughtfully designed with a mixture of Italian 
designer brand Salgar and Rocca Victoria vanity 
units, Kaldewei baths and Crosswater taps and 
shower fittings. Sleek and textured designer 
porcelain tiles by Saloni will help give each 
bathroom a stunning finish.

Geneva house has been designed with 
an exacting level of detail to maximise 
both the usability and functionality of 
each apartment and the specification 
ensures that they are built to not only look 
stunning but ooze quality throughout. 
When designing the penthouses we really 
wanted to create unique apartments 
with the wow factor. Undoubtedly the 
split level layout and large open plan top 
floor with terraces are unrivalled locally 
and the attention to detail will be evident 
throughout.

Future proofed
From the entry phone system that allows remote 
access via your phone, to the internal wiring means 
that owners have the infrastructure in place for 
phone, internet, cable or satellite tv. Everything 
has been thought of to ensure owners can enjoy 
their apartment from day one with elegant touches 
including USB points in lounges and bedrooms.

Exterior and Communal Areas
The exterior of the building has had every 
window replaced with high end aluminium 
windows that with their narrow frames maximise 
the natural light. The communal areas have been 
designed to create an impressive entrance to 
owners and their guests. There is a new modern 
lift and a feature staircase to all floors. The 
secure parking area is accessed via electronic 
steel gates with a fob entry system for owners. 
There is also secure covered bike storage.

Bespoke Carpentry and Interior 
Finish
Throughout the apartments the attention 
to detail is self-evident from the stylish 
architraves and skirtings to the internal and 
external doors. Door handles and electric 
points all boast a shiny chrome finish. High 
opacity paint is used throughout to ensure the 
walls have a deep and long lasting finish.

Ready to move in!
We wanted Geneva House to stand out 
compared with other new build properties 
and part of this is to create a genuine finished 
article for owners, this evidenced with all the 
penthouse Bedrooms having extensive built in 
wardrobes with internal fittings, all bespoke for 
each apartment.

 

SpECIFICATIon
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Kitchens
All the Kitchens are from the Verona Range 
from bespoke German Kitchen manufacturer 
Nieburg. The sleek handless doors, have backlit 
surrounds and light stone quartz worktops. 
The internal carpentry and pull outs are of the 
highest quality with glass sided pan draws. 
All the integrated appliances from high end 
German manufacturer AEG add to the feeling 
of opulence with reliability assured.

Roof Terraces
Being up on the newly constructed fifth floor, 
the views are far reaching and varied too. We 
have created genuinely usable entertaining 
spaces with part of the outside space covered 
so creating a sheltered and dry area to enjoy. 
The sleek glass balcony design ensures the 
views are uninterrupted from both inside and 
outside the apartment.



sales@genevahouse.net
+44(0)1733 555319

3 Park Road, Peterborough, PE1 2UX

the penthouses


